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Short Description

Product Details:
Lian Li (PC-A06F-B) All Aluminum PC Tower Case- BLACK

Features:

The idea for creating PC-A06F, is to save user's space, and no need to use poor performance hardware,
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PC-A06F can fit standard ATX motherboard, power supply and powerful graphics card. 

The backside mounted standard ATX PS/2 power supply unit, user can choose exhaust the hot air out
of the chassis or let it working independently, the perfect balance of space & hardware performance.

Creative Thermal Solutions:

There is a 120mm fan on the top cover, exhaust the hot air out of the system to keep the hot air out of
the system. 140mm intake fan fitted in the front of the chassis to input cool air through the HDD racks,
and feed the cool air to the system, exhausted out by the PSU.
There is a 140mm exhaust fan at the front of the chassis. The fan is extremely silent and can bring a
good volume of air from outside the case
There is a 120mm exhaust fan on the top cover. The fan is extremely silent and can bring a good
volume of air out of the case.
PC-A06F equipped a vented PCI bracket, it can improve the cooling issue at the lower part of the
motherboard.

User Friendly:

Multi-media port connectors follow international specification standards, with one connector for easy
installation. Audio supports HD Audio or AC97 Audio. The dual design is for better compatibility
options. All I/O ports on the top cover, allow for easy access, there is also a dust-free cover to protect
these connectors.

Lian Li patented anti-vibration HDD cage, with anti-vibration kit and special HDD mounting rack. User
can easily install the HDD into the cage. And the rubber rings on the HDD, absorb the vibration to stop
the noise.

PC-A06F's front panel can be easily removed, with all the switches and wires mounted in the chassis,
and therefore out of the way
Top cover can be removed via four easy to reach screws. Ideal for modding projects.
The case front intake fans has equipped air filter, to stop dust entering the chassis. These air filter were
washable, environment friendl
The new switch design for CD-ROM cage, user can easily remove CD-ROM without a screws. and Lian-li
designer use plastics to absorb the vibration to reduce the noise, make sure steadiness of it.

Specifications:

Model PC-A06F 

Case Type Mid Tower 

Dimensions 187 x 375 x 490 mm ( W, H, D) 

Front bezel Material Aluminum 

Color Black 

Side Panel Aluminum 

Body Material Aluminum 

Net Weight 3.8kg 

5.25" drive bay (External) 4 

3.5" drive bay (External)  
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3.5" drive bay (Internal) 3 

Expansion Slot 7 

Motherboard ATX, M-ATX 

System Fan (Front) 1 x 140mm fan (900RPM) 

System Fan (Top) 1 x 120mm fan (1000RPM) 

System Fan (Rear)  

I/O Ports USB2.0 x 2, HD+AC97 Audio 

Description

Product Details:
Lian Li (PC-A06F-B) All Aluminum PC Tower Case- BLACK

Features:

The idea for creating PC-A06F, is to save user's space, and no need to use poor performance hardware,
PC-A06F can fit standard ATX motherboard, power supply and powerful graphics card. 

The backside mounted standard ATX PS/2 power supply unit, user can choose exhaust the hot air out
of the chassis or let it working independently, the perfect balance of space & hardware performance.

Creative Thermal Solutions:

There is a 120mm fan on the top cover, exhaust the hot air out of the system to keep the hot air out of
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the system. 140mm intake fan fitted in the front of the chassis to input cool air through the HDD racks,
and feed the cool air to the system, exhausted out by the PSU.
There is a 140mm exhaust fan at the front of the chassis. The fan is extremely silent and can bring a
good volume of air from outside the case
There is a 120mm exhaust fan on the top cover. The fan is extremely silent and can bring a good
volume of air out of the case.
PC-A06F equipped a vented PCI bracket, it can improve the cooling issue at the lower part of the
motherboard.

User Friendly:

Multi-media port connectors follow international specification standards, with one connector for easy
installation. Audio supports HD Audio or AC97 Audio. The dual design is for better compatibility
options. All I/O ports on the top cover, allow for easy access, there is also a dust-free cover to protect
these connectors.

Lian Li patented anti-vibration HDD cage, with anti-vibration kit and special HDD mounting rack. User
can easily install the HDD into the cage. And the rubber rings on the HDD, absorb the vibration to stop
the noise.

PC-A06F's front panel can be easily removed, with all the switches and wires mounted in the chassis,
and therefore out of the way
Top cover can be removed via four easy to reach screws. Ideal for modding projects.
The case front intake fans has equipped air filter, to stop dust entering the chassis. These air filter were
washable, environment friendl
The new switch design for CD-ROM cage, user can easily remove CD-ROM without a screws. and Lian-li
designer use plastics to absorb the vibration to reduce the noise, make sure steadiness of it.

Specifications:

Model PC-A06F 

Case Type Mid Tower 

Dimensions 187 x 375 x 490 mm ( W, H, D) 

Front bezel Material Aluminum 

Color Black 

Side Panel Aluminum 

Body Material Aluminum 

Net Weight 3.8kg 

5.25" drive bay (External) 4 

3.5" drive bay (External)  

3.5" drive bay (Internal) 3 

Expansion Slot 7 

Motherboard ATX, M-ATX 

System Fan (Front) 1 x 140mm fan (900RPM) 
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System Fan (Top) 1 x 120mm fan (1000RPM) 

System Fan (Rear)  

I/O Ports USB2.0 x 2, HD+AC97 Audio 

Additional Information

Brand Lian-Li

SKU PC-A06F

Weight 25.0000


